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Summary 
 
Knowledge–based systems are here introduced according recent conceptions by 
separating knowledge representation methods from the methods for knowledge use. In 
each case, three fundamental levels (the user level, the knowledge engineering level and 
the tool development level) are distinguished. Neural Nets are classified according their 
function as models for logical machines, as tools for modelling living systems and as a 
paradigm for parallel distributed computation in learning systems. Illustrations and 
applications are presented in all cases. 

1. Introduction 

The basic concepts of knowledge-based systems (KBS) imply the separation of 
knowledge representation itself from the way it is used. There are three levels in KBS: 
the level of the user, the level of the knowledge engineer and the level of the tool 
developments. There are a variety of ways to represent knowledge, which range from 
logic, to frames, production systems and other. KBSs have been dominated by 
applications in medicine, though practically all areas of applied knowledge, which 
combine heuristics with formal methods of knowledge acquisition and reasoning, have 
been areas of interest.  
 
Neural Nets are classified into three types:  
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• Formal Neural Nets, which are biological counterparts of logical systems 
(propositional logic, deterministic, probabilistic and fuzzy automata), of interest to 
find connectivistic counterparts for automata.  

• Natural Neural Nets modeling, which uses tools ranging from differential equations 
to symbolic processing.  

• Artificial Neural Nets are a class of computing paradigm, the so-called 
connectivistic approach, in which computation is carried out by a set of similar 
units. They aim is to make computation faster, cheaper and more reliable. They have 
the capacity of learning. 

2. Knowledge-based Systems 

2.1. Definitions and Scope  

A knowledge-based system (KBS) is a set of software packages capable of supporting 
explicit representations of knowledge on a specific domain of expertise and capable of 
using it to provide solutions to problems in that domain. The solution aimed at must be 
the same that would be reached by an expert in the domain. 
 
There are various fundamental concepts which distinguish KBSs from conventional 
software programs to solve algorithmic problems (e.g. problems in transmission 
networks, or in engineering computation structures). First, there is the separation of 
knowledge from how to use it; second, the use of highly specific domain knowledge and 
third, the heuristic rather than algorithmic nature of the knowledge employed. 
 
The first idea goes back to the General Problem Solver (GPS) developed in the late 
1950s and early 1960s. GPS solved a problem by finding a sequence of operators that 
eliminated the difference between the initial state of a problem and one of the desired 
goal states. These operators represented general knowledge about what operations were 
possible within the domain. GPS used general search techniques to find the right 
sequence of operators that would progressively decrease the distance between the 
original state and the goal state of a problem. 
 
The second underlying concept was initially exploited in the development of the expert 
system DENDRAL and Meta-DENDRAL (late 1960s and early 1970s). DENDRAL 
operation is for inferring the molecular structure of unknown compounds from mass 
spectral data while Meta-DENDRAL assists the scientist in determining the dependence 
of mass spectrometric fragmentation on substructural features, that is, a highly specific 
domain of knowledge. 
 
The concept of using heuristic (i.e. experience-based) knowledge arose from the aim to 
duplicate the human capacity to solve problems without continuously having to resort to 
models or algorithms. This seemed to be the link between the early researches in AI and 
the new field of knowledge-based systems. The development of MYCIN at Stanford in 
the 1970s used these concepts. MYCIN is an expert (KBS) developed to help 
diagnosing and specifying treatments in blood disorders through a “conversation” with a 
physician. The system directs the conversation by asking questions about the signs and 
symptoms of the patient and by requesting the performance of certain laboratory tests. 
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After the diagnosis and the prognosis of the patient are established, the treatment 
protocol is advised. 
 
In the 1980s it became apparent that focusing on the development of typical artificial 
intelligence systems (development of formalisms, inference mechanisms and tools) to 
implement KBSs—though it seemed rather promising—failed at large. This was 
because developments could not provide for the transfer from the academy to 
commercial use to build large KBSs. This has been the recent goal of the so-called 
knowledge engineering (KE) approach to the implementation of KBSs. 
 
In the early 1980s the development of a KBS was seen as a transfer process of human 
knowledge (knowledge acquisition) to form a knowledge base. This transfer was based 
on the assumption that the required knowledge already existed, and, typically, it was 
acquired by interviewing experts on how they solved specific tasks. Because of many 
inconveniences and limitations of this transfer approach, a kind of shift was happening 
towards the consideration of building KBSs by the so- called modeling approach, in 
which the acquisition process is no longer seen as a transfer of knowledge to an 
appropriate computer representation, but as a process of constructing a model of the 
domain. 

2.2. KBS Levels 

In the field of KBSs, three levels can be easily recognized: the level of the end-user or 
client, the level of the knowledge engineer and the level of tools (also called “shells”) 
builders. 
 
For the end-users to which a KBS system is addressed, the system consists essentially of 
three components: an intelligent domain-specific software, the user interface and a 
problem-specific data base. 
 
The intelligent software is for the user simply a black box which operates with some 
logic, but which derives appropriate results. The user interface must provide for 
convenient interaction using menus, specialized parts of natural language, graphical 
displays and pictures that can be used by the software to state questions and to provide 
for explanations of its conclusions under the query of the user. 
 
A good design of the user interface to facilitate communication is typically a must in 
practical KBS, since, as a rule, the end-user is not a computer expert. Third, there is the 
problem-specific database, which contains all the information provided by the user to 
initially define the problem: the data and information provided while the intelligent 
software is proceeding its operation, as well as the conclusions on each step of the path 
to ultimate solutions or final conclusions. The database must contain all the data, which, 
from the user viewpoint, describes the problem at hand; data which, in some cases, can 
be provided by automated sensor readings or by any other data management system. 
 
The knowledge engineer must define the type of knowledge, its organization, its 
representation and the way to handle it to understand the data that will be provided by 
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the user and proceed towards a solution. This is achieved by close interaction with an 
expert in the domain. 
 
On the level of a KE specialist, the intelligent software can be classically viewed as 
composed of two subsystems, a domain-dependent knowledge base and the so-called 
inference engine. The success of current expert system technology is, in large part, due 
to a decision to enforce a strict separation between the two, such that the inference 
engine, capable of reasoning with the knowledge in the base, is strictly domain 
independent. 
 
The inference engine is the knowledge interpreter stored in the knowledge base, so that 
from its own contents and the data of the problem to be solved, it derives additional data 
and conclusions. 
 
On the level of tool development, the problem is to build a software package that 
contains all the features needed by the KE to build the system. These software packages 
are known as shells, of which there are a number commercially available, from very 
general ones to special purpose. 

2.3. Knowledge Representation and Knowledge Acquisition 

In KBSs, knowledge representation consists in expressing knowledge (facts, rules) in a 
formalism that can be treated by a computer program. Several methods of knowledge 
representation have been developed. Usually, a knowledge base contains several types 
of them. Typical ways of representing knowledge include the following: 
 
Logical representation uses predicate logic, Horn-clauses or functional representations. 
Associative networks are rather popular ways of representation. Their name denotes the 
association of different objects of the knowledge by labeled arcs. This permits very 
efficient access to the different properties of an object. It is in fact an object-oriented 
representation. 
 
Frames reflect the situation that facts and properties are many times related, even 
though they are not easily recognized to belong together. Thus, a frame is constructed, 
which is given a name which, when called, evokes the content of subparts, called slots, 
that are to be filled with values. Frames are also a form of object oriented 
representation. They are also support for automated knowledge acquisition, since the 
system may call for the slots to be filled once the frame is evoked. Frames also 
contribute to the efficiency of knowledge processing, since they permit to concentrate 
within small regions of the base. 
 
One particularly successful way of knowledge representation is the procedural, rule-
based or production system. The system is formed by a working memory, a set of 
production rules and a rule interpreter. The working memory consists of a set of data 
that represents the present state of the system. Production rules are of the conditional 
form if (condition) then (action). The conditions are stated in the form of logical 
formulae of some literal representing events. The rule interpreter is encharged in 
verifying the conditions, that is, matches the conditions to the entries in the working 
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memory. If the matching is successful, the specified action is executed, which leads to a 
new state of the system. 
 
To control the behavior of the rule interpreter, the control mechanism may provoke a 
forward chaining, where the process starts with the entries in present state of the 
working memory and proceed to execute rules until a desired goal is achieved. In 
backward chaining, the process starts with the goal and searches rules back until the 
conditions match with the state in working memory. 
 
There are several other important ways to model knowledge for its representation. 
Extensions of first order logic permit the so-called modal logic, where modalities are 
expressed by operators to express necessity and possibility. Another relevant subject is 
the representation of evidence, certainty or uncertainty, by either adding extra 
parameters to predicates, or introducing new logical operators, such as the “fuzzy” 
quantifiers. 
 
For visual knowledge representation there has been developed a range of tools from 
more or less geometric-like representations at lower level ends of visual processing to 
highly semantic approaches at the level of image understanding. 
 
Even though the development of inference engines has shown continuos progress, so 
that KBS designers have a variety of available shell systems, it is still the case that 
knowledge acquisition is the bottleneck in KE systems development. The development 
and maintenance of knowledge bases continue to be major problems in KBSs. 
 
That is why, as it was pointed before, there is a shifting from the traditional paradigm 
expert-knowledge engineer-knowledge base (E-KE-KB paradigm), where the 
knowledge engineer is promoting the transfer of knowledge from the expert to the 
knowledge base, towards systems in which the role of the engineer is less and less 
relevant in the creation and maintenance of the knowledge base. Anyway, there are still 
applications where the E-KE-KB paradigm, provides for good results, though large 
KBSs require for some automated acquisition system. 
 
At the other end of the line, there are research efforts based in similarity-learning which 
tend to eliminate the presence of engineers and experts, by for example, learning the 
rules from a library of previously solved problems. This tendency is inverse to what 
happened in visual recognition learning systems, where the efficiency gained by 
injecting non-learned knowledge into the system has been notorious. 
 
In KBSs, the omission of the engineer in the acquisition paradigm, leads to the model-
based paradigm, in which knowledge acquisition is guided by the level of domain 
knowledge currently existing in a computer acquisition system. The computer 
acquisition system houses a model of the domain. Models of the domains run from 
partial models (like the syntactic model Teiresias, developed in 1982–84), semantic 
models and causal models, more recently being explored. The road ahead in knowledge 
acquisition seems to be oriented towards the expert-computer acquisition system-
knowledge base (E-CAS-KB) paradigm. 
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